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Recreation vs. ecological habitat
How are they different?
Do visitors support restoration goals?
Can we manage for both?



Merced River in Yosemite Valley



Popular park



Development  

>1,000+ hotel units
>700 campsites

7,000 vehicles and 20,000 people per day



Many facilities within 
quarter-mile of river



Swinging Bridge
Highest use area on river



Index scores from 0.0 to 1.0

Assessed 81 alternating 
bank areas in 9.9 segment

Summarized as 
low-moderate-high 

A multi-variable measure 
of riparian health

Assess 14 variables in four categories
• Buffer and landscape context
• Hydrology
• Physical structure
• Biotic structure



Recreation habitat:
Close to river

Good beach
Sun and/or shade

Good wading/swimming



Methods

• On-site survey n = 806 (92% response rate)

• Roving stratified sampling

• Integrated with NPS use monitoring 



What do visitors think about 
riparian conditions?  



Evaluating riparian impacts

.  The “river bank” photo shows an area used by park visitors along the Merced.  National Park Service scientists evaluate river banks from an ecological perspective, 
but we are interested in how visitors perceive them.  Please rate the acceptability of this river bank from your perspective.    

 

Very unacceptable  Marginal  Very acceptable 

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 

 



Evaluating riparian impacts
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Very unacceptable                   Marginal Very acceptable

76% acceptable
13% unacceptable



Evaluating riparian impacts

.  The “river bank” photo shows an area used by park visitors along the Merced.  National Park Service scientists evaluate river banks from an ecological perspective, 
but we are interested in how visitors perceive them.  Please rate the acceptability of this river bank from your perspective.    

 

Very unacceptable  Marginal  Very acceptable 

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 

 



What about 
possible solutions?  













Evaluating fences and boardwalks

18.  To reduce bank and meadow trampling along the river, the Park Service could close sensitive areas (see “split rail fencing” photo) and direct people toward    
areas that can withstand use (see “boardwalk and stairs” photo).  However, these actions may decrease “naturalness,” prevent access to some areas, or          
lead to congestion in other areas.  Please rate the acceptability of the following actions.   

 

 Very unacceptable Marginal Very acceptable 

Longer split rail fences (over 200 feet) to protect large areas 
from trampling, with short openings for river access. 

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 

Shorter split rail fences (under 50 feet) to restore small sites 
with heavy trampling. 

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 

Occasional boardwalks and stairs through meadows and 
sensitive areas to provide access to areas like beaches.  

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 

Trail networks with many boardwalks & stairs directing use to 
less sensitive areas and discouraging off-trail use.     

- 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 

 



Evaluating fences and boardwalks

 80  70  60  50  40  30  20  10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Occasional boardwalks

Shorter rails

Longer rails

Many boardwalks

Percent unacceptable Percent acceptable

Very unacceptable                Marginal   Very acceptable



Managing use in sensitive areas

 90  80  70  60  50  40  30  20  10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Education to  avoid sensitive areas

Close trails lead to sensitive areas

Prohibit off-trail in sensitive areas

Percent oppose Percent support

Strongly oppose Oppose | Support Strongly support



















Recreation habitat is different
Extensive support for restoration goals

Conclusions



Manage use to protect riparian or restored areas?
Provide high-quality recreation habitat?
Leaving Yosemite, look at Green-Colorado System 



Restorations need to 
accommodate use

Deer Creek

Havasu

Elves’ 
Chasm



Funnel use, harden site
• river to camp
• camp to hikes

Little Nankoweap



Site engineering
• cues for camping
• keep use in post-dam areas

Crystal Camp



Site engineering
• increase capacity
• suspend 1-party norm
• resource protection
• multiple groups

Cremation Camp



Upper Deer Creek
Engineered trails

• ”hiking habitat”
• routes to destinations



Nankoweap, Carbon Creek

Identify trails,
Keep people on them,
Minimize impacts



Nankoweap

Larger scales
• extensive shoreline
• user-created trails
• established networks



Stillwater Canyon, Green River

Tamarisk can eliminate camp habitat
• pre-beetle
• post-beetle, no better?



Removing beetle-killed tamarisk
• labor intensive
• what about slash?

Green/Colorado confluence



Three Canyon Camp, Green River

Slash piles
• stumps, uneven ground
• new willows, invasives?
• camp habitat in upland oaks



Restoration timeline
• tamarisk removal
• planting cottonwoods
• camping in dead tamarisk

Spanish Bottom
Cataract Canyon



Granite Camp

“Tamarisk camp”
• shade, shelter, screening
• beetle-kill, removal
• new planting, cultivation
• interpretation, assistance



Carbon Creek Camp

Dying tamarisk, shade/shelter
• no engineering
• regeneration by invasives, natives?



Channel and bank restoration
• whitewater features
• foot and bike paths
• seating
• shops/restaurants Arkansas River

Salida Whitewater Park



Conclusions
• Recreation & ecological habitat are different
• Public supports restoration
• Protect riparian/restoration areas from people
• Create high quality recreation habitat
• By design, not by default



Modern river bank restoration 
Rip rap or wrapped rafts?

Doug Whittaker 



Elwha River dam removal revealed stumps 

Old paradigm: Cut and clear



…and stabilize banks with rip rap



…a catastrophe for salmonids



Skagit River in Feb 2018

…and for some people too



New paradigm: Just add wood
Increase complexity and dynamism

Upper McKenzie River, OR



Policy solution:
No permits for you (without wood)



Nooksack River WA ● Natural Systems Design Engineered Log Jam

Enter the ELJ



A revolution



Thornton Creek Seattle

Small creek ELJs



Larger river ELJs
South Fork Nooksack, Mt. Baker foothills, Washington



Some designs recruit new wood



Others just protect the bank (road)

Cedar River , King County, WA



Some fail



Compare to natural wood accumulation
Chulitna River, Alaska



All of them could affect 
recreation habitat



2006 flood – looking upstream at project area
Attractive 
nuisance?  



Just a nuisance?
Portaging log jam

Upper McKenzie River, OR



Aesthetics?



Herzman Levee Repair Project
Cedar River, WA ~160 cfs 

One strategy:  Make them safer
“bumper logs”



Green River ELJ
modifications

Study assessed

Sheriff recommended

County considering…



Hazard removal considerations

Campground Rapids, Eagle River, AK



Other strategy:  
Just warn ‘em



Last resort:  Close the river reach?



Nine mile reach 
12 blockages in 2017

King County Sheriff’s Office 

Cedar River closures



Emerging literature



Toward a typology of log hazards?
MIG projects for Yakama Nation 

Type A 
Projects < 5 feet from bank
Takes active navigation to contact

Type F
Channel spanning, portage likely required
If contact, severe consequences

Type E:
Multiple characteristics; contact more likely
Active and accurate navigation required
If contact, consequences uncertain but 

likely to be serious

Type D:
3+ characteristics make contact more likely
Active navigation required
If contact, consequences uncertain but 

could be serious 



The River Management Blog

UK-based geomorphology professors



Seeking 
middle
ground



Interactive discussion

Ecological and recreation values of 
example restoration projects



Merced River, Yosemite NP



Merced River, Yosemite NP



Merced River, Yosemite NP



Lower Dolores River, UT



Green River Desolation and Grey Canyons



Detroit rip rap on the Methow River
East Slope Cascades in Central Washington



Katherine Renz  / Cascades Institute

Dolosse Project on Skagit River
Western Washington



Rootwad rip rap with willow revetment
Kenai River, Alaska



Channel spanning ELJ forms 
upstream pool & reconnects side channel

South Fork Nooksack, Washington



Rock, rootwad, and log revetment
Cedar River, King County, Washington



Cedar River, Washington



Questions and comments


